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New IBM Data System Initiated
New Registration System Aids
The Registrar ■ Not The Student
By BILL MULLER
Georgia Southern has joined the ranks of the automated. With
:he beginning of the fall quarter the registration process will be
carried out with the use cf IBM cards which will replace the large
yellow cards familiar to former students of this institution.
Lloyd Joyner, registrar of
Georgia
Southern, described
the manner of registration to
this reporter.
Students will begin registration by seeing their advisors
and
making up a tentative
schedule for the year. This
schedule will be described on a
white card. This card, along
By RON MAYHEW
with the student's permit to reThe Masquers, Georgia Sou- gister will be necessary to get
thern dramatics organization, into the gymnasium to register.
will begin tryouts for their Any student wishing to take an
first presentation of the year overload or underload will get
during the first week of clas- permission to do so before obtaining class cards.
ses.
After being cleared at the
"The Tragedy of Tragedies,
or the Life and Death of Tom registration desk, the student
Thumb the Great," by Henry will proceed to the course card
Fielding, will be the first pre- section of the registration comsentation and is scheduled to plex. Here the student will pick
open during the month of Oct- up cards that will enable him
to get into the classes of his
ober.
It is a light sassy play in choice. There will be two cards
which the hero is a dwarf and issued for each class. One card
one of the heroines is a giant. will be a record of the student
Because of the physical limit- being in the class which will be
ation of such a cast, the play kept by the registrar's office.
will be presented as a series The other card, orange colorof dramatic readings rather ed to distinguish it from the
other cards will be kept by the
than on the stage.
"The play has a large cast student.
and everyone is welcome to
If for any reason a student
come and try out for parts," can not get into the classes he
stated
Robert Overstreet, As- had planned, he will go back to
sistant Professor of Speech and station "B" where there will be
coordinator of the masquers.
representatives of the various
Mr. Overstreet also revealed divisions who will get the stuthat the Masquers will spon- dent into another class. This esor two appearances of the Na- liminates the necessity of the
tional Shakespearean Theater student having to leave
the
in November. This nationally gym, a problem met by many
famous group will present in the past years.
"Macbeth" on Sat., Nov. 13,
When the student has gotten
and "As You Like It" on Mon- all his cards together, he will
day, Nov. 15. The series will then go to a series of counter
be presented under the aus- height tables where he will fill
pices of the Masquers' Fine out the cards.
Arts Series. This group sponInformation demanded on the
sored the presentation of "Spoon registration cards is no differRiver" last year. Tickets for the ent than that asked on the old
performances will cost $1.50 cards. The difference between
each.
the new cards and the old is
In January the Masquers will that much of the information
present the "Book of Job" as will only have to be given one
a play. The performance will time in an academic year.
continued on page 5
continued on page 15

Masquers Make
Big Plans For

Upcoming Year

New IBM Data Processor Making Registrar's Records Standard
Card Punch System Eliminates Slower Filing Procedures

Freshman Orientation
Begins This Morning
By TOM KING

will end promptly at noon for cussion. At the same time the
lunch. It will be resumed at 1
An estimated 1,100 freshmen p.m. and will draw to a close Beta section will meet with the
student advisors for a tour of
will officially launch their col- at 5 p.m.
the
campus.
lege careers this morning with
Beginning at 7:30 p.m. will
the beginning of orientation in be a transfer student orientaFollowing lunch the combined
the W. S. Hanner Building by tion program with Dean Ralph sections will assemble in Mcsimply "becoming acquainted" K. Tyson acting as coordinator Croan Auditorium for a panel
with Georgia Southern. .
discussion concerning various
for the activities.
The annual orientation activiTomorrow's activities will be campus organizations and acaties will get underway with a
demic regulations. The evening
freshmen assembly slated for highlighted with the Statesboro
9 a.m. in the Hanner Building. Chamber of Commerce sponso- will consist of a free movie in
The assembly will be followed ring a "Welcome to Statesboro McCroan Auditorium with a
with the frosh meeting their Dance" at Brannen's Tobacco dance also scheduled for 7:30
student advisors at 10 a.m.
Warehouse beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Gymnap.m.
sium.
An orientation program concerning registration by
the
Wednesday the freshmen will
Thursday will be kicked off
freshmen will be conducted at be divided into two sections, with a meeting between the
11 a.m. There will be a break Alpha and Beta. At 8:30 p.m. freshmen and their student adfor lunch with the frosh sche- the Alpha section will become visors. The Beta section of the
duled to meet with the student familiar with the campus regu- freshmen will be orientated
advisors for a review of regis- lations, safety and security, with campus regulations, safetration, library orientation, rat college athletics, and student ty and security, college athlecaps, and a tour of the cam- health by means of a panel dis- tics, and health.
pus.
The afternoon hours will be
Academic orientation dealing
centered around the religious |
with elementary majors, seconfunctions of the college. StuInside The George-Anne:
dary majors, junior high majdents will become better inforors will begin at 4:30 p.m. The Parking Regulations
2 med with the area churches
elementary majors will meet in Library
2 and the activities of the churchthe Marvin Pittman Auditorium
es. Thursday evening has been
Ad
Building
Changes
3
While the secondary majors
designated as "Open House"
4-5 with all freshmen dormitories
will gather in McCroan Audito- Editorials
rium.
President's Letter
5 open for inspection.
5
The day will be climaxed Regional Campus
Miss LuLane McBride, dean
7 of women, stated that "freshwith a "Welcome to Southern" Student Center Schedule
sponsored by Buford W. Knight. Sports
8-io men orientation week will be a
The festivities will include dan- Basketball Schedule
crowded one, but I believe
cing and refreshments at the
that the, freshmen will welcome
Sandra
Fleming
12
newly constructed Varsity.
a full schedule. Orientation
New Security Director
12 week is a good opportunity for
Tuesday the freshmen meet Dean of Women
13 freshmen to become acquainted
their faculty advisors at 8 a.m.
classmates,
college—
Hollis Building
14 with
Registration gets underway at
its customs, traditions, and re- CONFUSION — Sudden Onrush Of Rats Swamp Registration
9
a.m. ip. the Hanner Gym and
gulations."
Personnel.
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Newly Appointed Security
Director Reveals Policies
By RON MAYHEW

Student Assistant Consults Card Catalogue

Library Index Contains Listings For Over 80,000 Volumes.

Students Have Much Available
To Them In Southern Library
By BILL MULLER
The Georgia Southern Library is located on Sweetheart Circle next to Anderson Hall. An
open shelf system is used thus
allowing students to find their
own material. A short guide to
the library will help the new
student in finding his way around this most important and
necessary study aid.
Hours for the library are 7:45
a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Friday night closing
hour is 9 p.m. The library is
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on Saturday and closed on Sunday.
Location
of
the different
types of materials is by floors.
The first floor houses the reference materials. On the second floor are the special materials such as microfilms and
special collections. In the east
wing of the third floor are the
books coded 000 through 600.
The 700's are in the south wing

and the 800's and the fiction collection in the west wing.
The basement contains the
Library Science department along with lounges and specially
equipped rooms.
Loans are made to students
and faculty members. In order
to check out a book, the student must present his I.D. card.
The signature on the check out
card must correspond with that
on the I.D. card.
Reserve books circulate on a
retsricted basis according to
the status of the book. Fines
are levied on the schedule of
from 5 cents per day to 5 cents
per hour of overdue time according to the status of the
book.
Special services such as duplicating documents and a listening room are provided by the
library. Smoking is permitted
only in the student lounge. A
signal bell sounds 15 minutes
before closing time.

WELCOME STUDENTS

C and F Dollar Store

Newly Opened with ...
Bargains — Bargains — Bargains
South Main — Statesboro, Ga.
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CITY DAIRY CO.
GRADE A DAIRY PRODUCTS
Pasrurized, Homogenized Vitamin D
Milk
"FRESH TO YOU EACH DAY"

"Georgia Southern College
will return to the zone system
in traffic and parking control
this year," revealed Harold Howell, newly appointed director
of Georgia Southern campus
security.
Mr. Howell explained the following
system
for parking
zones to be used on the, GSC
campus for the
chool year
1965-66.
All on-campus male students
living in Brannen, Cone, and
Sanford Halls will be issued the
parking sticker with the letter
A to place on the left rear
bumper of their cars. Between
7 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. on weekdays and 9 a.m. and noon on
Saturdays these cars will be restricted to the parking lot
bounded by the three dormitories.
Women residing in Anderson
and Deal will use the parking
lot in front of the Marvin Pittman school and will be issued
decals with the letter B.
Women living in Lewis, Hendricks, and Veazey will use the
parking lot between Veazey and
Lewis and will have the letter
C to accompany their regular
parking sticker.
Off - campus students will
have different colored stickers
than on-campus students and
will be permitted to park in the
lot in front of the Marvin Pittman school and around Sweetheart Circle. "All automobiles
must be off the circle by midnight," emphasized Mr. Howell.
GSC staff parking will be in
the lots beside the administration building, in front of the
Alumni gymnasium, behind the
music building, and along the
Hollis building side of Herty
Drive.
Collgge faculty and staff will
be issued complimentary stickers for parking and will not be
required to pay a fee.
AH students wishing to bring
automobiles on campus will be
required to register them during orientation week with campus security and pay a five dollar fee for the school year.
Students
registering automobiles will also be required to
show proof of liability insurance covering their cars.
There will be two days designated during orientation week
to register automobiles. After
that time automobiles may only be registered from 11 a.m.

GEORGIA
THEATRE

Sun. -Tues. 10 -21
OPERATION CROSSBOW
Wed. Sat. 22-25
SHENANDOAH

until noon and from 3 to 4 p.m.
each weekday.
Howell also stressed that the
stickers would not be valid if
placed on any part of an automobile other than the left side
of the rear bumper. If any student loses his decal or has it
mutilated in_ any way so as to
make it unreadable, he must
secure a duplicate decal upon
payment of one dollar.
Mr. Howell expressed hope
for rapid completion of the new
parking lot presently being constructed beside and behind the
health cottage. "This lot will
be only for off campus students," he explained.
In the event of failure to
comply
with
parking regulations, speed limits, and other
traffic rules, tickets will be issued to violators. The tickets
will explain the offense, state
the amount of the fine and explain payment procedure.
When a ticket is issued it
must either be appealed within
24 hours in the security office
located at the east end of the
alumni building or must be

paid within 3 days.
Mr. Howell also explained the
new procedure to be followed
when women arrive at their
dorms after the closing hour.
The dormitories will be locked at the closing hour and after
that time no one is authorized
to open the doors except the
campus security officers. If a
coed arrives after the dormitory has been locked, she must
go immediately to the security
office, fill out a form and an
officer will accompany -her to
the dorm and unlock the door
for her. The following morning
the form will be turned into the
dean of students and the young
lady will be requested to appear in the office to explain
her tardiness.
;
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Due- to the fact that there will
be no dean of men during fall
quarter the security force will
fill this function in the men's
dormitories. If any disturbance
occurs that cannot be handled
by the house director, the security officers will be called in
to take whatever action is necessary.
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Hodges Cafe and Grocery
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Fine Home Cooked Meal
at
Reasonable Prices
OPEN 5 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
46 West Main

For Your Convenience—
your friendly

Southside Branch
of the

Doi
Spr

... just outside campus gates
Statesboro and Bulloch County's
Oldest Financial Institution

Sun. - Wed. 26-29

Books- Books - Books
As Soon As You
Register Come To

LANIER'S COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
Chandler Road and Ga. Ave.

And

SAVE — SAVE — SAVE

IHARLOON

FAMILY
THEATRE

Sun. - Tues.
ONCE A THEIF
BOY'S NIGHT OUT
Wed. - Fri. 22 - 24
KISSING CONSINS
YOUR CHEATEN HEART

Sat. 25

GUN FIGHT AT
CONANCHE CREEK
Sun. - Tues. 26-28
IT'S A MAD, MAD,

WE WELCOME THE T965
STUDENT BODY

OF

GEORGIA SOUTHERN
COLLEGE
Visit Us At Out Southside Branch—or Downtown
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
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With the divisions of social
science and languages having
been moved to the new Hollis
Building, a reshuffling of locations is being undertaken in
the Administration Building.
In a recent interview, Georgia Southern president Zach S.
Henderson revealed the changes
that will be made in the building.
The Registrar, Dean of Students, Dean of Men, Dean of
Women, and all personnel connected with student services,
and the Director of Admissions
will be located on the lower

floor of the build g.
. The student bar.' president's
office, comptroller': office, and
Academic Dean wi remain on
the main floor in I ieir present
locations, with the office of public relations being moved into
the complex of offices formerly used by the Dean of Students.
The division of education will
occupy the upper floor of the
building.
Dr. Henderson added that he
hoped the moving would be
completed as early in the
school year as possible.

jng

Olliff Hall Predicted To Be Ready For Occupancy By January 1966

apain

New Women's Dormitory Will Be Fully Air Conditioned And Will House 300 Women Students.

Delay Slows Completion
Of GSC Residence Halls

"Construction on three new
dormitories for Georgia Southern,
although
progressing
more slowly than first anticipated, is moving
steadily aWINBURN HALLL
long," revealed Zach S. HenWinburn Hall Will Provide On-Campus Housing For 250 Women derson, president of Georgia
By Spring Quarter.
Southern College.
Olliff Hall, named for Charlie Olliff, local businessman
and civic leader, was originally scheduled to be completed
in time for Fall quarter 1965.
Present completion date is set
for the first of next year. It
will house 300 women.
As a result of this unanticipated delay, there will be three
girls in each room of all oncampus women's dormitories
except Deal Hall.
The new men's dormitory is
slated for completion by spring
quarter of 1966. It will house
250 and be located between
Georgia Avenue and Pembroke
Highway.
The men's dorm will be nam-

■
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GREETINGS

DORMAN HALL
Dorman Hall Will Provide On-Campus Housing For 250 Men By
Spring Quarter.

NIC NIC
GBILLE
"It Cost Less
To Eat Out"
We Cater To
Sports
All Orders
Available To Go
I Block off 301
Open 5:45 a.m. to
I l:00 p. m.
Statesboro's Oldest
R. C. Webb Owner
63 E. Main Ph. 764-2853

SUPPORT YOUR
GEORGE-ANNE
ADVERTISERS!

ed for Alfred Dorman, former
mayor of Statesboro and highly respected businessman and
community leader.
The second new women's dormitory is also scheduled to be
completed spring quarter. It
will house 250. It is to be named in memory of Robert Winburn, former comptroller of
Georgia Teachers College who

died last January.
Dr. Henderson also revealed
that bids on the new fine arts
classroom building will be opened on October 15. Henderson
added that a name for the fine
arts building had not been decided upon. The structure will
be erected on the present parking lot beside the Industrial
Arts Building.

FRESHMEN

Gerald's
Barber Shop
1 W. 'Main
Beneath Bulloch
County Bank

Welcome Students
LAUNDERAMA
Coin Operated
Wash and Dry
Open 24 Hoyrs
50 Jib. Clothes Dryers
Large Capacity Washers
Next to Johnson's Minit
Mart on Fair Road

Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola—with that special zing
but never too sweet —
refreshes best.
things gO

better,!

Colce
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:

Statesboro Bottling Company
Statesboro, Georgia
THE GEORGE-ANNE
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Muller

EDITORIAL BOARD:
JOHN EDEN ■
RON MAYHEW

TOM KING
BILL MULLER

GARY HANCOCK, Business Manager

Freshmen in college have taken a great step in shaping
their future. Though this step is
not one that can be physically
sensed, the change will soon be
apparent to you of this the largest freshman class ever to enter Georgia Southern.

Statement of Policy
The purpose of the George-Anne is to present
an accurate and truthful account of the activities
and events taking place at Georgia Southern College and to present and encourage student and faculty opinion "concerning these events through editorials, and letters to the editor.

There must be a realization
on the part of the new member of the college community.
As a collegiate, you are no longer a pupil, but a student.
Facts, figures, and assignments
will no longer be forced upon
you. They will be presented for
you to either absorb or reject.
Your use and retention of materials presented in the classroom will be pivotal in your
college career.

Authority and responsibility for the contents
of the George-Anne rests with the editorial board.
Final decisions concerning the editing of copy and
the withholding of material will lie with the majority vote of the editorial board.
Letters to the editor should be an expression of
student opinion and interest. Only letters signed by
the writer will be accepted for publication. If requested, the name of the writer will be withheld by
the paper.
Advertising in the George-Anne must meet
standards of good newspaper style and is open
to all legitimate business interests and must be
submitted to the paper's business manager prior to
the advertising deadline.
Athletics are a major part of Georgia Southern
College and the George-Anne firmly supports all
phases of athletics, both intercollegiate and intramural. We also stand behind the promotion of athletics at Southern and hope for their continued
growth.
With the accompanying realization that it is
imposible to please everyone with a newspaper, the
George-Anne will strive to offer a wide variety of
news coverage to accomodate any interest.
We hope our efforts provide something for all
rather than all for some.

DFO

Guy Wells

July of the past summer saw the passing of a
long time friend of Georgia Southern College.
Guy Wells came to Georgia Southern, then
Georgia Normal School, a two year institution, as
dean in June of 1926 and assumed the presidency
in September of the same year. During his eight
jyears as president of the institution Wells saw
Georgia Normal School change to four-year South
Georgia Teachers College. It's enrollment mushroomed from 125 in 1926 to over 400 in 1934.
During his years at South Georgia Teachers College Wells also served as president of the Georgia
Education Association.
After leaving SGTC in 1934 he assumed the
presidency of Georgia State College for Women,
presently Women's College of Georgia. Wells served
in this capacity for 19 years until his retirement in
1953.
Although formally retired, he then worked
with the United States Government in underdeveloped countries trying to improve educational standards. Wells also worked for the peace corps during
its early years.

Bill
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THOSE OF YOU WITHOUT CLASS CAKPS QK SB/K&OR THOSE
^TANPINS IN PACK WILL PLEASE FOLLOW MR. LUC (AN0,ti£ge,
VVHO HA£ 0BEN HlREPTOTAKE CARE OF OUP CLASS <2V£RFLOHtf

Tom KING
"Look at the boy over there.
Isn't he cute?" murmured the
newly arrived college coed to
her roommate. At the same
moment the boy being admired
was cutting frequent glances
toward his admirer.
The above are the exact
thoughts that will pass through
the minds of the college freshman who is tingling with excitement as he begins his college career. He never imagined
he would encounter anything
like this, yet he did anticipate
the butterflies that are fluttering around in his stomach.
When settled nice • and snug
in his dormitory the butterflies wing their merry way
from the frosh's mind and the
blood begins to rise. He is in
the midst of a new world, a
world he never knew existed.
Each new face reminds him
of the days ahead when he will
come into contact with these
future companions. With these
thoughts in mind, the basis is
formed for the upcoming moments that will make his days
seem as though he is entering
a new world every day.
As the days roll on the problems begin to pop up concerning various aspects of his
first college days. Along with
the problems excitement
mounts as the student becomes
accustomed to the ordeal of college life.
With classes

beginning

the

come nervous. Butterflies return, not in a mood of excitement, but a mood of doubt and
possibly a bit of uneasiness due
to a lack of confidence possessed by the average freshman.
Confidence!
A ten
letter
word, a trait that every college
freshman should possess. Confidence
is
a necessity. Why?
Without conficence the newcomer would be lost. He has to
repeat over and over to himself that just because he is a
freshman he will not let the
routine of college life get him
down.
There will be times that the
freshman will experience so
called "hard times." Actually
the freshman is feeling sorry
for himself.
With the Iocs cf confidence he
is. off to a freshman year on
the wrong foot. To get down in
the dumps during the initial
days of his college activity
would be a disaster which
v/ould be difficult to overcome.
When the last drop of confidence has been drained from
the freshman the next hurdle
he has to jump is the tremendous amount of pressure
put on the newcomer by. himself and his fellow students.
If the college freshman allows the pressure to antagonize
him to an extent where he has
to seek professional advice he
will inevitably become a member to the "dropout gang."
Will the problems and pressures get YOU down?

Guy Wells was a dreamer. His active mind al- freshman has a tendency to beways sought to make education better than before.
During his years in Statesboro he never went anywhere without making a speech to sell South GeorTHE
gia Teachers College. He brought many of the country's great educators in for lectures and special
seminars and was one of the earliest promotors of
Entered as second class
The opinions expressed
matter at Post Office
the summer school program at SGTC.
herein are those of the
at Georgia Southern
student
writers
and
Guy Wells was a man ahead of his time. He
College/ Georgia Sounot necessarily those
ACP
thern
Branch,
under
of the college adminliked new ideas and new things. He was, above all,
act of Congress.
istration and faculty
a progressive. He was constantly at work to improve and to advance the cause of education. His
Monday, Sept. 20. 1965
memory and inspiration will serve as a high standard for his followers.
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For most of you, the classroom will be only a small part
of the learning process. Much
time will be spent searching for
information in the library and
the laboratory. The information
gained in these research sessions will build a solid structure of knowledge upon the
framework set up in the classroom.
Making use of materials outside those presented in the lecture and the text mark the difference between a pupil and a
student. College pupils are rare
specimens and have a short
life cycle in the body of the
college.
Outside activities on the campus are many and varied. They
will be timed so as to interfere with the study of some
subject or to be presented the
night before someone's examination. No one will be there to
tell you, as a mature college
freshman, that there is work
to be done and you are not permitted to attend this activity.
You must decide for yourself
if grades will fall if that particular night of study is missed.
Attendance at concerts is a
facet of college life and should
not be excluded from the activities of the student. In order
to be a fully rounded student,
there must be an exposure by
the person to all the different
sorts of entertainment presented to the student body.
No difficulty is foreseen in
persuading the new freshman
to attend a concert by a popular recording artist, but what
about a recital by a concert
violinist? The person who truly
wishes to take full advantage
of college life will expose himself to all the entertainment on
the campus and not just to one
sort.
Participation in the life of the
campus is another responsibility that is presented to the college student. Just as a citizen
who does not vote is depriving
himself of a part in his government, the student who does not
participate in the activities of
the campus is depriving himself of the full advantages of
the college life.
Sheer
numbers will overwhelm the new freshman. A
place must be found in the college community for each new
member. The niche will not be
prepared, it must be carved -by
the person who wishes to occu_ py and use it.
Only the serious and industrious person will make a distinctive addition to the growing prestige of this institution.
There is room for all of us,
but only if we want to remain.
Remember, new student, and
old students can keep it in mind
also, college wants you only as
long as you want college.

Women Have Different Methods
For Achieving Academic Goals
By DEAN POLLARD
During the next few weeks,
freshmen on the Georgia Southern campus will be hurled into a program of study totally
unfamiliar to them. Orientation
despite
its
atmosphere, attempts to prepare the students
for the first confrontation with
the learning experience.
There are speeches by members of administration and faculty,
warning,
encouraging,
opening up new vistas. There
are various degrees. Tours of
classroom and library facilities
will be in the offing. Finally
there will begin the long hours
in the classroom, organizing,
interpreting,, applying the fact
and figures.
How will the young woman in
the freshman class be affected
by this approach, seemingly so
impersonal to individual needs?
Will she find herself bogged
down by this first impression
of too much scheduling?
In reality, the schedules, the
set patterns of these first few
weeks can be perfectly adaptable to the female method of
study. The coed provides herself with what may seem to her
male counterpart a plethora of
notebooks, lists, schedules for
courses, and schedules
for
study. And, indeed, this is an
integral part of her approach
to the academic disciplines.
The lists may never be used,
but they serve as a preparation
for
her later study in
depth.

President Henderson See e
Year Of Adjustment Ahead

man can find points of identification in even the most technical points of study. This same
intuition provides the spark for
the enthusiasm which is so
much a part of the intellectual
It is a pleasure to have the
character of the woman.
opportunity to write a letter
Her
study
will never be of welcome to the Freshman
spread over a large area. The Class of 1965. For many young
information which she discov- people the opportunity of going
ers and remembers may never to college is a thrilling experbe equal to that which the ience. Our society in this era
young man retains and is able encourages a college education.
to put to good use. The points It seems that for many of us,
of indentification which she im- in order to really live and enmediately grasps may well li- joy living in a rapidly changmit her scope. However, it is ing world, education is essenthis very identification with tial. I am glad that you have
some aspect of every subject decided to be a member of the
which enables her to obtain an student body at Georgia Southunderstanding of the complexi- ern College.
Indications point to the fact
ties of an historical problem, a
character in a novel, or a math- that our enrollment this year
matical formula.
ed, the freshmen will begin in
Her study will be staggered earnest their individual progbecause her enthusiasm will
ram
of study and learning.
come in brief flashes. The sche- Some will undoubtedly find in
dule which she conscientiously these years only drudgery, only
made for herslef will be pusha plodding through the classes
ed aside, and she will often and a frantic wait for the weekworry that her approach is not
end when they can escape the
systematic enough.
unpleasant duties of a college
There will be days when she campus.
finds it difficult to even open a
Hopefully, most will seek out
book and she will often suffer and discover with eagerness
for this forced procrastination. the absolute joys in the pursuit
But when the book is finally of knowledge. For these studopened, when the vital interest ents, each day will become an
through identification is finally adventure, each hour in the
gained, she will discover a ful- classroom, each book to read,
fillment which no scheduling of each moment of independent
events can ever provide.
study, a glowing experience of
When the first weeks are ov- self understanding through learer, when social life has calm- ning.

The process of initial organization of thoughts is a difficult
one for women. Her first reaction to the new opportunity for
intellectual pursuit is to jump
in, wholeheartedly and enthusiastically, neglecting the introduction and the foundation.

Automobile Wrecks Draw Huge
Gate From Friendly Passersby

The writing and rewriting of
schedules for every moment of
study is an art of self discipline, and often is somewhat defensive. It seems to the coed
that the male on campus is organized before he starts, and
that he is in this position
through little or no effort. The
coed feels that she must emulate this method. Is this spirit
of competition necessary?

The car was following too
close behind another as both
whizzed down the freeway at
70 miles per hour. The driver
ahead hit his brakes as he approached a congested group of
cars.
The driver behind was going
too fast to stop in time. His
automobile skidded into the
front car, jumped over the median into the congested opposite lane and collided with six
other autos.
This was the way it was explained on the TV news last
August 15. The news broadcaster continued saying that it
had been one of the best attended wrecks in the short history
of the new East Atlanta Freeway.

The woman's approach to
learning is equally valid, and
for her, equally effective. By
means of her intuition, a wo-

Masquers -continued from page 1
be supported by the brass choir
of the college band. Overstreet
and Mr. Roy Powell, associate
professor of English, are jointly working on the adaption of
the biblical text into dramatic
form.
In March the dramatic group
will present Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie."
. "Due to such a heavy load
of presentations during fall
and winter quarters, there will
be only a series of student directed one-act plays during
Spring quarter. These will probably be presented over a period of a week," said Overstreet.
Mr. Overstreet also revealed
that the Campus Life Enrichment series will have one dramatic presentation during the
year. They will present the Kaleidescope Players in "Under
Milkwood." The play, written
by Dylan Thomas, depicts characters in a small town in
Wales.
"Whenever we hold tryouts
for plays, we always encourage
everyone who is interested to
come and participate," Overstreet added.

By RON MAYHEW

MARVELING
Marveling,
I
thought of
wreck attendance figures that
often exceed the wildest limits
of the imagination.
I remembered a wreck I had
witnessed several months ago.
M"y first impulse after getting
a physician was to call the police. As I returned to the
scene I saw a father scurrying
down the sidewalk dragging his
protesting son to view the two
twisted masses of metal. It suddenly dawned on me that this
enterprising father was taking
Junior to his first wreck. This
was a big day for Junior, perhaps as big as his first pair
of shoes, his first time at the
barber, maybe even as important as his first day at school.
CONTEMPT
I noted with increasing contempt that this father and many others like him were greatly offended when the police
tactfully requested them
to
clear the way for ambulancepersonnel.
These
spectators
were actually insulted at the
thought of being herded to a

point some 20 feet from the inMured persons.
If such is to be the case
J when the general public wants
jfo see all the gory details of a
traffic accident, why not let the
state benefit financially from
the situation?
TICKETS
To accomodate a curious public, the State Patrol could first
erect carefully manned ticket
stands before investigating or
calling for medical aid. Tickets could be sold in all price
ranges to suit the tastes of the
individual spectators.
Twenty five cents would admit one and give him the privilege of obstructing police as
they attempt to investigate the
accident. For an additional two
bits he would be allowed to
block the arrival of doctors and
ambulance attendants.
The top price range would
accommodate the patron who
seeks to gain the ultimate satisfaction for his sadistic urges.
For a mere dollar this spectator would be given the privilege of kneeling beside the injured persons and "comforting" them with glowingly descriptive tidbits. He could talk
about the estimated automobile
damage, hospital bills,
the
crowd attendance at the wreck,
and many of the other reassuring things that injured persons
enjoy hearing about.
^THOUSANDS EACH YEAR
It is appalling to think of the
thousands of dollars that the
state is losing each year having not yet adopted a program
of this sort. If a boxing match
can gross over a million dollars, it stands to reason that
the
same
motivated whims
would apply on a smaller scale.
We must all hurry though,
next time we hear that sickening crunch at the end of a long
shriek of skidding tires. After
all, we'll have to be early to
get those front row seats.

will be larger than ever and
that the freshman class will be
considerably larger than any
we have had. This will mean
that the students will necessarily work a little harder to
make adjustments to college
life. The young ladies will be
living three in a room until at
least the beginning of winter
quarter. This is not a new experience on our campus and we
know we will have the same
fine spirit of cooperation that
we have had in the past when
this situation existed. There
will be many other areas in
which each person will have to
make adjustments from the ones
of high school.
Usually we think that a person going to college is interest-

ed in growing in many aspects.
Some of the areas in which you
will mature while you are
here are: being away from
home,
meeting new people,
finding that more is required in
the classrooms,
making decisions about continuing to attend church, trying to decide
on new friends, making a definite decision about your vacation, and in many cases your
choice of a mate.
There has been a general
feeling on the campus that
Georgia Southern is a friendly
place. It is my hope that during the year you will become
a part of a larger group, interested in trying to find better
ways of living together.
ZACH S. HENDERSON

GSC
Students
For A Complete Line
Of New and Used
Text Books and School
Supplies.
VISIT

LANIER'S COLLEGE
BOOK STORE'S
New Location:
CHANDLER RD. and GEORGIA AVE.
Next To The Eaaje

SAVE MONEY!
BUY AT LANIER'S
LOW PRICES
THE GEORGE-ANNE
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intersection Georgia Ave. & Chandler Rd.-adjacent to GSC Campus

YOU'RE INVITED TO THE
College Store

RA

PE

RIDAY SEPTEMBER 24

EE GIFTS - PRIZES
FSB

Its New Its Exciting!

A
Experience For Your Shopping Whe ther it's
Som ting Yon Need or FOT Something U suaSFor
Gift
Beginning at 2:00 P. M. Friday Sept 24.
and Entertainment for you until 5 p.m. —
for FREE PRIZES.

SfUDENIS...

will be Music
e time for drawing

BE SURE AND FILL IN YOUR ADDRESS IN THE SPACE
PROVIDED ON THE REGISTRATION CARD.

EVERYBODY IS URGED TO REGISTER FOR THE DRAWING TO BE HELD AT 3:00 P. M. YOU DO
NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN.

Post Office Faces Problem;
Tillman Urges Cooperation
Schedule For Williams Center
Facilities Announced By Pound
C. R. Pound, director of the
F. I. Williams Student Center,
has announced the schedules
for the facilities in the center*
and the general policies concerning the operation of these
services.

2 p.m.; Dinner, 5 p.m. to 6:45
p.m.

On
Friday, the dining hall,
will begin operating on what is
tentatively, considered the regular schedule. Director Pound
stated, "We are constantly
watching the needs of the stuThe schedule for the dining dents and will adapt our schehall during orientation week dules so that we can best
serve the student body."
will be: Monday, September 20A temporary meal ticket will
Breakfast, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.;
Lunch, 12 noon to 1 p.m.; Din- be issued to all on-campus dorthey
ner, 5 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. — Tues- mitory > students until
day, September 21 - Breakfast, have paid their fees. Off-cam7 a.m. to 8 a.m.; Lunch, 12 pus students may purchase
noon to 1:30 p.m.; Dinner, 5 p.m. meals at the dining hall for the
to 6 p.m. — Wednesday, Sept- standard prices, breakfast 50
ember 2 - Breakfast, 6:45 a.m. cents, lunch 65 cents, and dinto 8:30 a.m.; Lunch, 12 noon to ner 85 cents, or they may
2 p.m.; Dinner, 5 p.m. to purchase the punch ticket, a6:45 p.m.; — Thursday, Sept- vailable in the Comptroller's
ember 23 - Breakfast, 6:45 a.m. office, which cost $20 for the
to 8:30 a.m.; Lunch, 12 noon to $22 value ticket.
The College Bookstore in the
student center will *be open
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
Welcome Students weekdays and from 9 a.m. to
12 noon on Saturdays. TextFORDHAM'S
books will be available upstairs in rooms 104 and 106, and
BARBER SHOP
supplies and non-required reading material will be on sale in
4 Barbers
the book store downstairs.
Used books which will be in
• REGULAR
use fall quarter will be purchased upstairs until October
• FLAT TOPS
4. After this date, any used
• And Other Styles
book will be purchased at a
wholesale salvage price if a
4 S. Main St.
market exists for the book.

The Georgia Southern College post "office opened, at 8:30
this morning on its permanent
schedule for the school year.
The addition of a new automatic stamp dispenser is an added feature this year.
The post office schedule for
the school year is posted above
the clerk's window. The office
opens at 8:30 a.m. and closes
at 5:00 p.m. on Monday through
Friday and is open from 8:30
a.m. until noon on Saturday.
"As usual there is a shortage
of boxes," remarked post office branch superintendant Harold Tillman. "We are encouraging students to share their
boxes with two others,' ' he
said.
Ken Bennett, postal employee
also emphasized several important things for post office
patrons to remember.
Mail addressed anywhere except Georgia Southern College
is out of town.
Mail addressed to Buford,
Lynne, and Cooper Halls should

200 VACANCIES
Rental.

Only 200 Post Office Boxes Are Available For

Asked what was the biggest
be marked for Route 6 - Box
153, Statesboro, Ga. This mail problem with new students,
should not be marked for Geor- Bennett said, "Our biggest problem is with people giving ingia Southern College.
correct addresses. This can deStudents desiring to receive lay mail delivery as much as
their mail through general de- 24 hours, depending on addresslivery should check at the win- errors."
dow twice daily at 10 a.m.
If a student finds a letter
and 4 p.m. "Checking general
delivery more than twice daily placed in his box by error, he
is only wasted time on the part is asked to replace it in the
of postal personnel," Bennett mail box marked LOCAL if the
office window is not open.
added.

We/come Students
Your Dollar Buys More Here!

GAS

"GAS FOR LESS"
open 24 hours 500 yds. from college gate
Across from Skate-R-Bowl
South on U.S. 301

Rogers Service Station

Welcome GSC Co-Eds

JtinkoPifa
11

HAS SOMETHING TO REALLY

CHEER-ABOUT

##

On Their Famous Fashion Second Floor

WELCOME

America's Most Popular Line of
Authentic Campus Wear.

GSC STUDENTS

* Bobbie Brooks * London Fog * Evan Picowe

In Statesboro it's

* Queen Casuals * Pepper Tree *Campus'Casuals
and other popular Jines — plus Monogrammircg Service

CURRIE STUDIOS
For The Best

What you read about in the Nation's
Top Style Magazines — You'll Find on
iMinkovitz Famous Second Floor

In Cameras and Supplies

Send the S & H Green Stamps Home To Mother
THE GEORGE-ANNE
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The Press Box
By JOHN EDEN

The freshmen have arrived and the Georgia Southern Eagles have 1,100 new fans. Welcome to the
campus freshmen, and we're expecting all the support
that the largest-yet incoming class should be able to
give. School spirit is something that you hear a lot
about. But school spirit is not something that can be
talked up, in a sports column or anywhere else. It's got
to come naturally, from the inside. We know this group
will have it, and with their large number, we should
he able to make GSC a school that is heralded for enthusiastic school spirit.
Past experience shows, however, that a word must
Two Eagles Fight For Rebound During A Hard Scrimmage Session
be said about good sportsmanship in the stands. Sometimes spirit, in the heat of competition, becomes spite- It takes long hours of hard practice to put a polished basketball team on the court, work that is
often taken for granted by sports fans.
ful criticism. This kind of thing can earn the unwanted reputation of "poor sports" for a school very quickly, so let's keep our spirit channeled in the right direction — wholehearted support for our team without running down the other team.
As this new school year begins, the freshmen and
everyone else are anxiously looking forward to the excitement and color of the many sports events on campus during the year. The agonizing tension of a close
game, the sweet taste of victory, the bitter pill of defeat, the sad words "It might have been." .... all a
part of the great world of athletic competition. There
will be basketball games, baseball games, gymnastic
meets, tennis matches, golf tournaments, and bowling
competition. Something to catch the interest of everyone on campus.
On these pages of the George-Anne, the sports
staff will present each week an accurate and interesting account of the Georgia Southern sports panorama.
This column, though it will at times venture out into
the world of sports beyond the GSC campus, will mainly deal with the events and personalities involved in
the athletic program of Georgia Southern College.
A LOOK AHEAD

"To put it in a nutshell, if everybody that's supposed to show up shows up, and if everybody that
shows up stays eligible, we could have a good basketball club."
So spoke J. B. Scearce, basketball coach, Georgia
Southern College. The emphasis was slightly too much
on the "if" to justify painting a glowing picture of the
prospects for the Eagles accomplishments during the
1965-66 cage season. At this time of year, however,
with practice still a month away, basketball coaches
tend to be cautious and not go overboard on the optimism.
The way it looks from here, "if", as Coach Scearce
said, everything goes as anticipated, the Georgia Southern Eagles should come: on strong with fine veteran
strength in the Adler, Rose, Pickens, Seely, Rickard
style .... backed up by some new depth from last
year's freshman team and two promising junior college
transfers.

Your Georgia
Southern
College
ook Store
in The Frank I. Williams

Will Sell You The Right Book
Price etnd
Pay You Cash For Your Used
Books

If (again) everybody will come on out and support the team, this will just have to be another great
season.
■'•"■■■ "
; ■$

Gym Stilts and Educational

WELCOME STUDENTS!

Otis Superette

Supplies, Downstairs

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Fresh Meats
S. Main St.

— We Deliver

THE GEORGE-ANNE

Ph. 764-2121
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Required Text Books Upstairs

Jimmy Rose Named To NAIA
All-Ameriean First Cage Team
Jimmy Rose, high - scoring
Georgia Southern Eagle from
Hi Hat, Ky., was chosen for the
first team of the NAIA AilAmerican Basketball squad at
the close of last school year.
Rose was the only sophomore
on the team, and was the first
GSC player to make the AllAmerican first team since 1956,
when Chester Webb was selected.
Rose's game statistics stack
up like a ^basketball coach's
dream. He hit on 51.1 percent
of his field goal attempts and
shot 82.4 percent from the
foul line. The 6 ft. 2 in. guard
scored 490 points in 27 games,

for a 18.1 per-game average,
the highest on the team.
He also held the high game
record of 35 points against Stetson University. He ranked high
in assists with 94, and worked
the boards well for 108 rebounds to his credit. Rose was
low man on the team in the
personal foul department with
a total of 48 for the season.

Swifigline
e

Puz7L MENTs
1] Do they have
a 4th of July
in England?

GSC Cagers Face Tough
Schedule With Little Depth
By JOHN EDEN
The 1965-66 basketball season
is fast approaching. Practice is
slated to begin October 15, and
according to Eagle coach J. B.
Scearce, the roster for the new
season will be plenty healthy.
Scearce summed it up this
way, "If everybody that is supposed to show up shows up, and
if everybody that shows up
stays eligible, we could have a
good basketball club."
There is, of course, no official starting line-up yet, but the
Southern basketball mentor indicated that on the basis of performance last year, he could

name a few probable starters.
Jimmy Rose, the sharp-shooting guard who was the only
sophomore on the All-America
squad last year, will be a very
likely candidate for one of the
guard spots on the Eagle court,
along with senior Don Adler,
who has started every year
since joining the GSC cage
team.
Probable starters at forward
are junior Jim Seely and senior
Mike Rickard, with Tommy
Dial a likely prospect for one
of these positions also. Virtually unrivaled at the center post
is senior Bill Pickens.

Q>/UDitf(j

There are four new varsity
members who came up from
the last year's freshman team,
and two junior college transfers. The addition of these recruits to the previous varsity
relief crew gives the Eagles a
promising depth and possibility
for next year.

Baseball Practice
Begins Sept. 27
Baseball coach J. I. Clements
has announced the beginning of
fall baseball practice and invites all interested men to come
out on September 27. The first
practice session will be held at
3:30 p.m. behind the W. S. Hanner Building.
Although it is too early to
speculate on prospects for the
team or the season, and the
schedule dates are not yet complete, Coach Clements revealed the following list of teams
as making up the Eagles baseball competition: University of
Kentucky, University of Tennessee, Wake Forest, Davidson
College,
Amherst
College,
Hampden - Sidney College, The
Citadel, Pembroke State College, East Kentucky College,
Carson - Newman, South Carolina University, Florida State
University,
Jacksonville University, Mercer University, Erskine College.

STATESBORO, GA.

Alumni Building, GSC

[2] Take two
TOT Staplers
from three
TOT Staplers,
and
what do
you have?

pick up your ticket
for the "Shindig" at

This is the

Swinglitte
Tot Stapler

H. W. Smith.
Jewelers
3 South Main
"for the finest"
THE VARSITY SHOP

(Including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum—but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

~-->tCK+tp£Z*l£- INC.

DonaldsonRamsey
T South Main
"The latest in
college wear"

Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
jnTjosn pue
Xpueq os sj,A"aqx 3UO
i«J3<fl J° OAV* SUIAEIT
S^I 'jajdeis J.OX
SuiAeq UEIIJ jansq
Sutqj suo si 3.134) ji osnBD3q 'eapt peq
e }OU si ipiqA\ —B ^00} noA" sjaidejg j,OX
OAVJ sqjL 'Z i^ Q SDuapuadapuj ajejqa
-J&3 j(uop Aoq; }ng 'sung 'I SH3M.SNV

DON'T FORGET!
Pick up your ticket
and register for
student prizes at
the above stores!

Efficient Barbers
Speedy Service

Must have ticket for
admission!

East Main Street
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The College
Pharmacy
19 South Main
'Where the Crowds Go"

COLLEGIATE BARBER
SHOP

THE GEORGE-ANNE

HAVE A
"DOG-GONE"
GOOD TIME...

Friday Night, May 24
WHERE:

Your Patronage

EAST MAIN STREET

Students

WHEN:

We Will Appreciate

BURTON'S SHOE STORE

for

(Answers below)

Welcome College
Students
for backto-schoof.
Superb handsewn classics...
always signed inside.

Shindig!
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I'll See You
• of the
"SHINDIG7

GEORGIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE
1965-66 Basketball Schedule
Dec. 1, 1965 — SHORTER COLLEGE
Dec. 3, 1965

Statesboro, Ga.

—SOUTHWESTERN LOUISIANA STATE U.

Lafayette, La.

Dec. 4, 1965 — McNEESE STATE COLLEGE

Lake Charles, La.

Dec. 6, 1965 —' LAMAR TECH

Beaumont, Texas

Dec. 9, 1965 — THE CITADEL L

Charleston, S. C.

Dec; 11, 1965 — TAMPA UNIVERSITY

Statesboro, Ga.

Dec. 16, 1965 — EAST TENNESSEE. STATE UNIVERSITY

Statesboro, Ga.

Dec. 18, 1965 — SOUTHWEST TEXAS STATE COLLEGE

Statesboro, Ga.

Dec. 28-29, 1965 — CHATTANOOGA INVITATION TOURNAMENT
Dec. 31, 1965 — ATLANTIC CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

Statesboro, Ga.

Jan. 8, 1966 — OGLETHORPE'COLLEGE

Atlanta, Ga.

Jan. 10, 1966 — VALDOSTA STATE COLLEGE

Valdosta, Ga.

Jan. 15, 1966 — PHILLIPS "66" OILERS

Freshmen Cagers Slated
To Open Season Nov. 20
The prospects for the : GSC
freshman basketball team are
fairly good, according to Coach
Ed Thompson. "I feel like we
will
have
a fair freshman
team," said Coach Thompson,
"Of course, I realize that some
of the boys will need lots of
work - and I plan to give them
this."
Practice will begin October
15 and Coach Thompson asks
that all boys interested in trying out for the freshman team
come by and talk to him before this date.

Eleven boys are already signed as members of the team.
They are Bob Bohman 6 ft. 4 in.,
Ray Gregory 6 ft., John Helm,
6 ft. 2 in., Robert Johnson 6 ft.
5 in., Jay Hodges 6 ft., .8 in.,
Larry Pritchard 6 ft. 6 in., Tom
Stout 6 ft. 1 in., Robert Hendren, Jimmy Plummer, Timothy o'Leary, and Doke Thomas.
The schedule is not yet complete but the following is a tentative list of the teams which
the freshmen will play beginning on Nov. 20: Georgia Mili-

Statesboro, Ga.

Jan. 17, 1966 — TAMPA UNIVERSITY

Tampa, Fla.

Jan. 18, 1966 — STETSON UNIVERSITY

Deland, Fla.

Jan. 22, 1966 — CARSON-NEWMAN COLLEGE

Statesboro, Ga.

Jan. 27, 1966 — CUMBERLAND COLLEGE

Statesboro, Ga.

Jan. 29, 1966 — MERCER UNIVERSITY (Homecoming)

Statesboro, Ga.

Feb. 2, 1966 — WILMINGTON COLLEGE

Statesboro, Ga.

Feb. 12, 1966 — OGLETHORPE COLLEGE

Statesboro, Ga.

Feb. 14, 1966 — SPRINGH1LL COLLEGE

Mobile, Ala.

Feb. 15, 1966 — UNIVERSITY OF SO. MISSISSIPPI
Feb|. 19, 1966 — CARSON-NEWMAN COLLEGE

Hattiesburg, Miss.
Jefferson City, Tenn.

Feb. 21, 1966 — STETSON UNIVERSITY

Statesboro, Ga.

Feb. 24, 1966 — MERCER UNIVERSITY

Macon, Ga.

Students Interested In Working On
Room 113 of The Student Center
Monday, Sept. 27, at 7:30 P. M.

WELCOME
College Opening Special

Sunbeam SHAVERS
MEN'S SUNBEAM with
automatic self-adjusting rollers.

12.99
6.99

FAVORITE SHOE STORE
with the finest in footwear

For Ladies:
• Cover Girl
10 Personality
<• Air Step

For Men:
W City Club
• Roblee
• Wright Arch
Preservers
fe Westboro

Complete line of Men's
and Women's U.S. Keds
Statesboro1* "OWesr" Exclusive
Shoe Store

THE GEORGE-ANNE
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Browning Shotguns

All Golf and

Tennis Equipment

Welcome College
Students

Welcome Students ...

CONE'S BARRER
SHOP
Specializing

SUNDAY:
Ribeye Steak, French fries, lettuce
& tomato—garnished with onion
ring.
MONDAY:
Shrimp Basket—21 shrimp—cole
slaw & French fries—Hush Puppies
TUESDAY:
Best Pizzas Vbu Ever Tasted—
All 9-Inch Pizzas
WEDNESDAY:
Italian Spagetti—All You Can Eat!
Parmesan Cheese, Garlic bread
THURSDAY:
"From the Grill"—Chopped Sirloin
Steak, French fries, Lettuce &
Tomato garnished with onion ring ..
FRIDAY:
All the fish you can eat—served with
cole slaw, French fries, hush puppies
tartar sauce

FLAT ■ TOPS
413-BS. Main
JUST UP FROM
COLLEGE GATE

SAVE
on Dry Cleaning
CASH and CARRY
Men's Suits

1.04

Men's Pants

54

Ladies Dresses
Ladies Skirts

Make Favorite Shoe Store Your Favorite
18 East Main
Statesboro, Georgia

Travel Irons

Shotgun Shells

FRANKLIN'S LIGGETT
REXALL DRUGS

Welcome to Statesboro

Instant Coffee
Makers
Alarm Clocks

LADY SUNBEAM with
exclusive "Micro
Twin" shaving head.

Special Student
Rates

HARDWARE
30-32 E. Main St.

Extension Cords

Each in gift box.

"Just off Campus"

W. C. Akins
and SON
Clothes Racks
and Hangers

MEN'S and LADIES'

SKATE-R-BOWL

Student
Headquarters
for
Back-to-School
NEEDS

The George-Anne Are Asked to Meet In

WELCOME FROSH!

tary College, Brunswick College, The Citadel Frosh, South
Georgia College, Brewton-Parker College, Armstrong College,
South Georgia Trade School,
Southern Tech, Mercer Frosh,
University of South Carolina
Frosh, and Oglethorpe Frosh.

1.04
.54

IDEAL CLEANERS
7 E. Vine St.
Statesboro, Ga.

$1.49
S1.25
75c
98c
98c
$1.00

Be Sure to Ask About Our Breakfast When Here!

Varacfon

mi C7>

Just Outside the Campus Gates on South 301

100,000 In Aid Given
To Students Of Journalism
3500 Predicted
According to information obtained from Don Coleman, assistant to the registrar, the enrollment of Georgia Southern
will reach a new record high
this fall. Figures are not yet
complete, but Coleman estimates that there will be 3500
students attending this institution fall quarter.
The freshman class will be
the largest with approximately
1000 in that class. Five hundred transfer students will be
accepted along with 30 new
graduate students.
This new record enrollment
exceeds that of last fall by
nearly 600 students.

NEW YORK (ACP)—Plans for
a five-year, $100,000 scholarship
program for the nation's top
journalism students were revealed April 19, before representatives of accredited schools
of journalism.
The program, sponsored by
the Minneapolis Star and Minneapolis Tribune, was outlined by Joyce A. Swan,
the
newspapers' publisher, at a
meeting of the American Association of Schools, and Departments of Journalism at Columbia University.
"Beginning in 1966, an award
of $400 will go to the student
in each of the nation's approximately 50 accredited journalism schools who is rated the
outstanding journalism student

THE GEORGE-ANNE

ficant to offer this major program to aid journalism education in the United States at this
time because in our increasing-

(Just off Campus Next to
"The Eagle")
Text Books -- New and Used
School Supplies and Materials
M

A CORDIAL WELCOME TO
GSC STUDENTS

mad for
'Pogo fanatics)
^Aftermathematics^
1

(ghe's

mad for
J^uxury Yachts^
jQance/ots,
&>

HOWSFUD WOLF j

&

HOW8RD WOLF

Being on the go is here to stay with Howard
Wolf's bonded heather double knit two-piece.
The famous slim skirt is topped by an obviously
subtle shaker knit overblouse. Green, blue,
brick.
Sizes 5*15

That unquestioned individualist, Howard
Wolf, beautifully detailed flannel skirt
with the lowered waist and a tucked jersey top. Camel, grey, navy, red, with
white.
Sizes 3-15

ly complex world newspapers
now face new challenges to become even more effective communications media.

Visit Lanier's College
Book Store

The
scholarships
will be
granted to the schools for a
minimum of five years.

"We also believe it is signi-
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Wanta Save Money?

at the end of his junior year,"
Swan said. This would account
for about $20,000 in awards each
year if all the schools accept
them.

"Since
newspapers are
a
prime beneficiary of the talent
supplied by our nation's schools
of journalism, it behooves the
newspaper business to give tangible support to the schools and
to encourage top students,"
Swan said. "The management
of the Star and Tribune is pleased to be able to offer a measure of such support and encouragement.

SEPT. 20, 1965

Charge Accounts Invited At

Merely smashing, Howard Wolf's modified sheath of cashmere and wool, pin
tucked on sleeves and from center hem
to neckline. Lime, pink, blue, beige.
sizes 3-15

STATESiOR©, GA.
HP*- w
20 East Main — Statesboro, Ga.

GSC Beauty Places Third
In Miss Georgia Pageant
Sandra Fleming, a bright and
talented Georgia Southern sophomore, was selected as second
runner-up in the annual Miss
Georgia contest held in Columbus on July 10.
Sandra had previously won
the title of Miss Columbia County which sent her to the Miss
Georgia contest.
Sandra's talent routine was
an acrobatic dance routine to
the theme of Goldfinger.
Miss Fleming has had special
| training in speech, xylophone,
piano, and organ.
The Miss Georgia Contest
was only one of a long line of
beauty contests for Sandra Fleming. She had previously won>
the
titles of Miss Southeast
Georgia FFA Queen, District
Posture Queen, and Augusta
lege address below the signa- Yankee Baseball Queen.
ture on the check. There is a
five dollar minimum on drafts
on the student bank, and the
minimum is suggested for personal checks.
For a period of about two
weeks before the end of each
quarter, the business office
Harold Howell, a native of
will not cash checks on other
banks. Students will be notified Statesboro, has been appointed
in advance of this restriction. to the newly created post of
Director of Campus Security
for Georgia Southern College.

Sandra Fleming Places 3rd In Miss Georgia Contest
GSC Coed Majoring In Elementary Education

Business Office Hours Released
According to information obtained from the office of the
Comptroller, the regular hours
of the business office and the
student bank are from 9 a.m.
to 12 noon and from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m.
Students wishing to cash personal checks on other banks at
the window must present college identification cards and
are requested to give their col-

SPEE-DEE

DRY CLEANERS and SHIRT LAUNDRY
•
•
•
•

Opposite Minit Mart
Quick Service
Close To Campus
With Drive-ln Window

Howell Assumes

Security Position

M'r. Howell attended Gupton
Jones College, the University
of Georgia School on Traffic
and Criminal Investigation, the
Georgia Peace Officers School
on General Law Enforcement,
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation School on Riot Control and Court Procedure.
Mr. Howell has served as
sheriff of Bulloch County and
as a State Trooper for six
years.

ELCOME
Students and Faculty
You will always find a warm welcome at
TILLI'S,

Whether you're

shopping

or

browsing — Southeast Georgia's finest
specialty store for ladies offers you
America's finest syles for your shopping
selections.

Below are just a few of our brands:
• Villager
• John Romaine

In a recent interview, Mr.
Howell expressed a strong desire for the office of campus
security to work as closely With
the student body as possible.

• Vanity Fair

• London Fog

Extends a warm "Welcome"

"If somebody has a complaint, or if they feel one of
our rules is unjust, I want them
to come talk with me about it
and not to feel as if they
can't complain about a rule.
Since the campus security force
must work especially closely
with the student body in the
absence of a dean of men, it
is important that the students
and the campus security officers work together," Howell
said.

to all 1965-66 students

The new campus security office is located in the east end
of the Alumni Building.

• Hollywood Vassarette
• Perma-Lift
• Collegetown of
Boston
• John Meyer
• Majestic
• Sportempos

• Bali
• Dalton
• Kim Kory
• Aileen

coming to

The entire personnel of Tilli's looks for-

Georgia Southern College!!

ward to the opportunity of welcoming
you to our store, where our slogan, "For
Your Shopping Pleasure," implies many

We hope we may serve you with

things, all of which make shopping at

your banking needs!!

TILLI'S a most enjoyable treat.

ulloch County

Bank

Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

"The Bank With the Chime Clock"

"For Your Shopping Pleasure"
GARFUNKEL
Coming Soon ! ! !
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Dean McBride Is Active
In Education Organizations
Miss LuLane McBride
has
.been appointed the new Dean
of Women at Georgia Southern
College.
Miss
McBride
graduated
from
Brewton Parker High
School, Mt. Vernon, Ga., and
attended the Woman's College
of Georgia. She received a
BBA degree from the University of Georgia with a major
in secretarial science and a
minor in economics. At the
University of Georgia, she also received the M.Ed, degree,
majoring in guidance counseling and minoring in psychology.
Her 14 years of teaching experience include positions as a
teacher in Lithonia High School,
'Wayne County High School,
School,
Wrightsville
High
School, and Jeff Davis High
School.
She is an active member of
Kappa Delta Pi, N.E.A., G.E.A. ... . ,
_ .,
and the Georgia Association of, Mra
*JISS ^uLfe ^c«nde serves
School Counselors.
I
- Carolyn C. Gettys.

WELCOME FRESH
cind
Returning Students

Returning Students

,
' R^ces

as New Dean 0f Women

Welcome Students

Mock's Bakery
for
The Finest

STUBBS MOTOR COMPANY

in
Pastry

South Main Statesboro, Georgia

41 S. Main St.

Welcome

To STATESIORO And
GEORGIA SOUTHERN COLLEGE

an<

KENAN'S
Be Sure to Visit
Our "Newest"

everyone s
saying

SADDLE-UP
again!

Black and White

Brown and White

&
smm

and Spalding says it bes
Spalding originated the
saddle shoe in the first place and has stayed
in first place ever since. Look for the
famous signature inside . ..

We at Burton's Shoes are
ready again this year

"Ye OSde Shoppe"
Serving the Students'
Needs!
—Georgia Southern
Engraved Stationery
—Prints and Travel Posters
for your room
—Art materials and supplies
—Paper Bound Titles and
Study Guides
—Slide Rules
—Attache Cases
—Desk Sets
—Student Lamps
—Gifts - Greeting Cards

FREE - GEORGIA SOUTHERN RING BOOK CALENDAR!

ENA

25 Siebald Street

WELCOME
FRESHMEN

VISIT US OFTEN!

w

S

Statesboro, Ga.

One Block North - One Block East of Courthouse
Open Wednesday Afternoons and All Day Saturday

with the finest Back-toSchool Styles for Men
and Women -- with such
famous brand names as
Weejunst S pal di ngs,
Lady Bostonians, John
Romaine Shoes and Bags.
Apache Mocs, Phi Bates.

Burton's Shoes
East Main Street
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Knight's Dormitories Open For
Freshmen In Orientation Week

Master Control Panel Overlooks Language Lab
Each Booth Has Individual Mike And Headset

Three Divisions Have Home;
.New Hollis Building Opens
The Earnest V. Hollis Building, which houses the divisions
of language, social science, business, and part of the division
of physical education, is the
newest classroom building on
the Georgia Southern campus.
The two story structure is
named for Earnest V. Hollis,
president of Georgia Normal
School from 1918 to 1924. Hollis
joined the faculty in 1918 as
the principal of a high school
and left as president of a two
year junior college in 1924.
The Hollis Building is located
on Herty Drive across from the
W. S. Hanner Gymnasium. Construction on the building began
in Spring of 1964. Technical de-

lays prevented the use of the
building for the entire summer
session of 1965, however
the
building is now ready for full
use during the fall quarter.
The
building
contains 33
classrooms, several conference
rooms, and a fully equipped
language laboratory. The lab
will be used by the division of
languages. It features booths
with headsets and microphones
for each student, and an elaborate master control panel,
capable of feeding a variety of
material into the headsets for
oral comprehension.
The Eastern end of the lower
floor of the building will be
used by the physical educa-

tion department for some of its
classroom courses.
A scenic glassed in double patio forms the center of the
building with a stairway forming the heart of the structure.
A decor of yellow and brown
speckled block has been used
for the walls.
All teachers' offices are funnished with executive desks.

AUOfiCO NATVRA14.Y+"
AOTHSArr/C 0£TA/UNG

Five Barbers
Quick Service
Simmons Shopping Center
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Fair Road

—

764-2068

For the Young College Man on the
First Floor
Collegiate Clothes for the Traditional
Manner ....
Tailored Naturally with Authentic
Detailing ....
Americas Foremost Nationally Famous
Name Brands of Merchandise only „..

B and C BARBER
SHOP

SEPT. 20, I965

If You Run Out Of Anything, Run Out To The
MINIT MART
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
"OPEN 8 DAYS A WEEKS"

STATESBORO, GA.

Welcome Freshmen!!

THE GEORGE-ANNE

JOHNSON'S MINIT MART
Welcome Students

JUjflkMXfy New Shop
CAMPUS
HOP

PROPRIETORS: D. K. Boydi W. L. Cason

Sept. 18. The dorm is located
adjacent to the Knight Village
swimming pool and Lynne Hall.
Morgan Hall, which houses
154 boys, was also begun on
June 1 and completed on Sept.
18. Like Cooper Hall it is fully
heated and air conditioned with
individual thermostats in each
room. Walls are mahogany paneled. Each room will
house two men.
Automatic sprinklers and telephone extensions will also be
included in Morgan Hall.
Mr. Buford W. Knight, owner
and developer of the Knight
Housing
project emphasized
that all beds will be furnished
with
innerspring mattresses.
"They will be twin bed style
and not bunks. Bunks just aren't comfortable enough," Mr.
Knight said.
Mr. and Mrs.Rufus Waters
are the housing directors for
Morgan Hall. Mr. Waters is also on the 24 hour security
force maintained by Mr. Knight
for his housing project.

Be Sure to Visit

*o# me YOVHG MAN • • •

Double Patio Forms Center Of Hollis Building

Two new privately owned dormitories opened their doors yesterday to accomodate 308 Georgia Southern students. The new
dorms are a part of the massive Knight Housing Co. project located off Georgia Ave.,
southwest of the Georgia Southern College campus.
Cooper Hall, with a capacity
of 154 women, houses only
freshmen except for 12 upper
classmen
student
advisors.
Mrs. Sally Westbrook is the
housing director.
Cooper has 77 rooms with
two girls in each room. It is
fully heated and air conditioned with individual thermostat
controls in each room. The
walls are walnut paneled and
telephone extensions will be located on each wing.
The entire building is protected from fires by an automatic
sprinkler system.
Construction of Cooper Hall
began on June 1 of this year
and terminated on Saturday,

GREEN
STAMPS

•
•
©
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LONDON FOG
GOLD CUP
COLLEGE HALL
MR. HICKS
CANTERBURY
HICKOK
SERO
OXONIAN
ARROW
GOLDEN YEE
ENGLISH SQUIRE
McCREGOR
ESQUIRE
LEE LEE SURES

Send The S & H Green Stamps Home to Mother

•

New IBM System...
continued from page 1

other divisions that have not
already done so will be converted to a course numbering
ship information card, and for system that can be coded by
the data processing equipment
the men, a selective service inas soon as possible.
formation card. There is anothIn order to facilitate the reger card to be filled out, but
istration of freshmen, their stuthis reporter has not seen it
dent advisors will go through
and cannot describe it.
the registration process with
After the cards are fully filled them.

Including the packet received
at the door of the gym, the
student taking three courses
will have to fill out approximately 14 cards. These will be
two cards for each course, a
general information card, a student personnel card, a home out, the student will proceed to
address card, a college address the checkers at the exit door.
card, a library card, a scholarThe cards will be inspected by
these checkers and all but the
permit to register and the
orange class cards will be kept
by them.

Welcome
Students
Smith
Supply Co.
Building Material
and
Hardware

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PAINTS
PLASTERS
PASTES
BULLETIN
BOARDS
ROOM DOOR
KNOCKERS
KEYS AND LOCKS
CLOTHES RACKS
PICTURE FRAME
MATERIAL
EXTENSION
CORDS

When the registering student
leaves the gym, the process
will be about the same as it
has been in the past. The next
stop is the comptrollers office
in the administration office and
fee paying.

Many people are under the
impression that the new registration system is based on a
computer system. This is not
the case according to Kenneth
Simons, IBM operations man.
The system is a data processing system and will probably
save little or no time, according to Simons. The system
makes the keeping of records
easier and simpler.
With the advent of the IBM system, the designation of many
courses will have to be changed. All courses will have to; be
given distinctive names and
numbers. The first division to
be revamped was music. All

At Georgia Southern
LINEN RENTAL IS NOW BEING
OFFERED ALL GSC STUDENTS
FOR THE FIRST TIME!
* HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:
Model Rental Service will furnish you
with two (2) sheets, one ( I ) pillowcase,
two (2) heavy extra large bath towels,
two (2) fluffy face towels and will exchange them each week for a similar
freshly laundered and ironed bundle at
a cost of only
Per Quarter

Students interested in this time-saving
(and cost-saving) plan may join in by
phoning Model Rental Services at
764-6137 or inquire at Econ-O-Wash
Laundry (next to Paragon Restaurant).

MODEL LAUNDRY

to the registrar's office in writing. Gripes and non-constructive criticism will only waste
the time of the student and' the
registrar's office, Joyner said.

Attention Students!

A new drop add system is being initiated this year along
with the IBM system. Under
the new system, the student
who wishes to drop or add a
course will first have to get
the permission of his advisor.
He will then go to the office
of the registrar and obtain an
IBM drop-add card. This card
will be filled out by the student's advisor, signed by the
instructors involved in the procedure and the student's advisor and returned to the registrar's office.

• Books — College Editions
• Supplies — all type
• Lowest Prices

LANIER'S
Chandler Road - One Block

Before paying his fees, the
student will turn in his regisThe registrar's office is aware
tration permit. This permit will that the present system is not
have been stamped in the gym
and will be returned to the registrars office as a record of
the student's completion of the
registration process.

Another FIRST!

$0 QQ

perfect and Joyner has expressed a desire that students
who
have
suggestions that
might lead to an improved system submit these suggestions

from Health Cottage

WELCOME
TO GEORGIA SOUTHERN

COLLEGE AND STATESBORO
For All Your Drugstore Needs
SHOP AT

The COLLEGE
PHARMACY
"WHERE THE CROWDS GO"

19 South Main St.
Coming Soon, Another Store To
Serve You, Located In The
University Plaza Shopping Center
-
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COSMETICS

For Women

Ondine
Chanel
Revlon
Elizabeth Axden
DuBarfy
Ambush
Max Factor
I Arpege

For Men-

-
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Royall Lyme
Canoe
St. John
Jade East
English Leather

Old Spice
Yardley

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
Complete Line of All Major Sports Equipment—
Golf, Tennis, Baseball, Basketball, Football

THE GEORGE-ANNE
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NOW

OPE
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the ALL NEW Hickory House

in KNIGHTS VILLAGE
MAKE the VARSITY your Off-Campus
eating headquarters... You'll Love It!

SHORT ORDERS

BEVERAGES

Served Quickly • Delightfully Good!

EAT IN THE VARSITY TV ROOM
RELAXING ATMOSPHERE — NO HURRYING

PLEiTY OF FStEE ACCESSIBLE PAiKING

